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    Halloween part 2

Season 1

Chapter 5

Scene 1

Starts on Halloween day

Ron Jeremy and caroline are getting into costume

Caroline I look great can't wait to see what the guys are gonna
be

Scene 2

A few hours later

Ron and Jeremy arrived at her apartment in full costume

They meet Caroline and see her in costume and are taken aback

She's the 90s Jim Lee psylocke

Ron wow what an amazing psylocke

Jeremy you look exactly like her

Then she started laughing and smiling

Caroline that's because I am her silly

Then she laughed harder



Caroline I llove your movie wolverine costume

Ron Ya it was fun and easy I already had most if this stuff in my
closet

Caroline what are you supposed to be Jeremy?

Jeremy I'm the doctor but probably not the one you were
expecting

Caroline oh nice

Jeremy you were right I had a blast doing this my first time doing
this as an adult

Caroline I told you didn't I now come on the party starts in nine
minutes

Scene 3

It's Halloween night

They arrived at the party at your pies and to there shock no one is
in costume not even the host

Caroline you guys didn't do anything?

Clay Na not enough people turned out and were interested in doing the
extra work

Caroline you guys suck

Then clay started laughing

They looked and there's only four other people there

They spent the rest of the night party and having fun people asking
them about there costumes

Scene 4

After the party

They leave your pies and stand outside cho chos and see Elisa in the
window working

Caroline well leave you to it

Ron good luck man

Then they walk away

Jeremy walked inside sees her behind the counter

Elisa hi how are you was the party fun?

Jeremy it was

Elisa I love your costume



Jeremy thanks

She grabbed her purse from under the counter and walked away

Jeremy ah

He seats in a booth for 20 minutes

Jeremy well

Scene 5

The next day

Caroline leaves her apartment to go to work

Then she sees Jeremy seating outside on the stoop looking at cars
pass by

Caroline hi how did last night go?

Jeremy she walked right out on me

Then she seats down next to him

Caroline I'm really sorry her loss

Jeremy do you know why I choose the eighth doctor as my
costume?

Caroline well no

Jeremy because the eighth doctor was handsome charming and romantic
got the girl he's everything I'm not or will be girls don't like me
or notice me I've never been out on a first date or gotten a phone
number

Caroline your telling me your a?

Jeremy Ya think less of me now?

Caroline that would never happen its gonna happen for you

Jeremy maybe

Scene 6

The next day

Jeremy is hanging out at bizzaros

Just then a tall very young blue haired girl walked in

Girl do you work here

Jeremy not official but I guess

Girl I'm Rachel



He looks at her away struck

Fade to black

The end

End
file.


